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Y'all, Gail was a “trip” to interview. We did it over the telephone on Saturday morning and could have stayed on the phone all day! Read this and you will understand why! — KS

**ATG: Last year, the Simba Report on Directory Publishing labeled your publishing company, Reference Service Press, as “a true success in the world of independent directory publishers.” I know you started your professional career as a librarian. How did you end up being a publisher?**

GS: Let me start by saying that I still consider myself to be a librarian. At this stage of my career, I happen to be a librarian running a publishing company. I think there are two reasons why I gravitated to the publishing side of the information continuum. First as a former library school faculty member, I was very influenced by the “publish or perish” environment. Second, as a librarian, I have always been fascinated by the reference process. It was only a matter of time before these two abiding interests merged.

**ATG: Did you always plan on being a librarian?**

GS: Originally, I thought I wanted to become a high school history teacher. So, after I graduated from UC Berkeley, I went to the University of Wisconsin and earned a joint master’s degree in history and education. However, during my student teaching, I realized that I loved teaching but that the high school level was not for me. I wasn’t sure what I was going to do with my life. When I ran into a former classmate of mine who suggested I consider librarianship as a career. She pointed out that, as a librarian, nothing I learned previously would be wasted. Being intellectually frugal, that concept was very appealing to me! But, I knew nothing about the field. So, I went and talked to the then dean of the library school at the University of Wisconsin — Margaret Monroe — and was floored by her intelligence, dynamism, and vision. I “reasoned” that if a woman of that stature was in the field, the field must be great. On that “basis,” I made a lifetime career decision! And I’ve never regretted it. I couldn’t have chosen better.

**ATG: Did you work as a librarian after you graduated?**

GS: After I earned my master’s in library science, I applied for two jobs: one as the head of the John R. Commons Industrial Relations Reference Center and as the head of the Social Sciences [departmental] Library. I know this will be hard to imagine today, but then (1967) there was such a shortage of librarians that rather than leave one library without a librarian, the two separate collections were combined and I was hired to manage both (not at double the salary, I might point out.) It was there that I had my first taste of “publishing.” I issued a monthly subject index to the industrial relations articles in the social science journals received by the library.

**ATG: Didn’t you also work as a library school faculty member?**

GS: Beginning in the 1960s, the federal government was pushing to upgrade the training of library school (and other) faculty members, by offering the Higher Education Act Title III B fellowship. These fellowships were highly prized, because they paid full tuition and a stipend that often met or exceeded what librarians were making at that time. I went to the University of Minnesota’s library school under that program and, in 1971, was the first student there to graduate with a Ph.D. specifically in librarianship. By the way, still being intellectually frugal, I used what I learned in my previous job as the basis for my Ph.D. dissertation (which dealt with academic librarians’ interest in union and quasi-union representation). After I completed my degree, I moved to Los Angeles and took a faculty position in the library school at the University of Southern California. The first thing I did was to get to work on a publishing project that had been in the back of my mind for a long time.

**ATG: And what was that?**

GS: As a Ph.D. student in library science, I had lived in fear that the topic of my dissertation had already been researched. I was not alone. At that time, not many library schools contributed to Dissertation Abstracts, and it was a recurring doctoral students’ nightmare that they would get to their final defense and a professor would produce an earlier dissertation dealing exactly with their topic. To make sure no other doctoral student would have to live in such fear, I went to work on Library Science Dissertations: An Annotated Bibliography. Libraries Unlimited published the first edition in a blue cover with gold letters and for many years graduate students in librarianship referred to it as “the bible.”

**ATG: Was that the first book you wrote?**

GS: Yes, and in its second edition, it was the book that led me to think about starting my own publishing company.

**ATG: How was that?**

GS: When I compiled the second edition of Library Science Dissertations in 1982, there were considerably more entries than in the first edition, although the first edition had covered nearly 50 years and the second edition covered less than a decade. That’s because librarianship, as a research field, was coming into its own, and many more students were graduating with a doctorate in the discipline. This is where I learned that in publishing, big is not necessarily better. Although the first edition of the bibliography had been very well received, the number of copies sold was limited. I guess it’s the “shoemaker’s children” phenomenon. Librarians seem to pay more attention to the literature of other fields than to their own. It’s like we have a lack of expectation and regard for our own literature. From an economic point of view, it would have been too expensive for Libraries Unlimited to publish the huge, comprehensive manuscript I delivered for the second edition, when projected sales were so limited. I was asked to “redefine” librarianship, to reduce the size of the book and the corresponding production costs. While I was overjoyed, why the economics of publishing required this “redefinition,” it still bothered me that the final product did not provide complete bibliographic control. It occurred to me that if I published my own work, I could control whether or not I had to make intellectual compromises. So, I decided that, from that point on, I would publish myself any book I wrote.

**ATG: Is that how Reference Service Press started?**

GS: Exactly. When I was working as the head of the library’s social sciences department at California State University at Long Beach, in 1976, I was overwhelmed by the number of reference materials on minorities and women. The information needs in this area were escalating, but there was no bibliographic control over the reference literature. When I taught reference, I had always said that reference librarians were in the best position to identify gaps in the literature and create products that filled them. So, to practice what I preached, I borrowed $10,000 from my parents, drew on the experience of a number of colleagues (particularly Al Renetzky at Academic Media), started Reference Service Press, typed the camera-ready pages (this was way before computers) on the library’s IBM Selectric typewriter, and published my first book: Minorities and Women: A Guide to the Reference Literature in the Social Sciences. Not exactly a title that rolls off the tongue. My mother agreed to handle the invoicing. Since she did not have a
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typewriter, she hand wrote each one. My children “agreed” to do the fulfillment. Once a week, they packed up the books, loaded them into their red wagons, and wheeled them down to the post office. Not your typical corporate culture! But, it is a pattern common to home-based businesses.

ATG: Were you planning to do just one book, or were you planning on continuing to issue books through Reference Service Press?

GS: You know, if *Minorities and Women* had lost money or had broken even, I probably would have just enjoyed the experience and stopped with that one book. And there was a good chance that was the best I could expect. Publishing is a risky business. The majority of your costs are upfront (for composition and printing). As a new publisher, it’s hard to sell any copies before the book is out. Getting reviewed as a small publisher is very difficult. Although a publisher might have a great idea for a reference source, the process of getting it produced and reviewed takes so long that the market interest may have shifted, or another publisher may have issued a similar book. But two things happened that insured Reference Service Press’s future. First, despite the world’s most amateurish marketing brochure and the typewritten appearance of the book, the bibliography sold very well and went on to make *Choice*’s list of “Outstanding Academic Books” of the year. It was the right book at the right time: I was not only able to pay my parents back, but I had enough capital to finance another project.

ATG: And the second reason?

GS: *Torn Drewes* (of *Quality Books*) once said that “the worst thing that can happen to a new publisher is to have a phenomenally successful first book. They think they know the secret and that publishing is easy.” That’s what happened to me! *Minorities and Women* was a success. I was hooked. Besides, I had invoices and shipping labels left over, money to finance the next venture, and a new reference book idea. My mother was still willing to do the invoicing. And, my children were still small enough to be “willing” to do the shipping. So, I was off and running.

ATG: Wasn’t it about this time that you began working for ABC-Clio [publishing company in Santa Barbara]?

GS: Actually, that happened a little later. When I began researching Reference Service Press’s second title, *Directory of Financial Aids for Women*, I had just left CSU Long Beach to become the assistant library director for public services at UC Davis. After *Minorities and Women* made the *Choice* outstanding book list, I was contacted by Eric Boehm, founder of ABC-Clio, who was very interested in my background in both librarianship and publishing. Over the next couple of years, I served periodically as a consultant for ABC-Clio. Then, in 1981, Eric offered me a job at ABC-Clio, as head of the serials department (responsible for publishing *America: History and Life; Historical Abstracts*, and *ABC Pol Sci*). I worked there until the beginning of 1985, first as the head of serials, then as vice president in charge of books and serials, and finally as vice president and general manager.

ATG: What happened to Reference Service Press after you went to ABC-Clio?

GS: A couple of years before I went to ABC-Clio, I had published Reference Service Press’s second book, *Directory of Financial Aids for Women*. Interestingly, while the *Directory of Financial Aids for Women* never won an award like *Minorities and Women* did, the directory (which was priced less) generated more than four times the revenue of the bibliographic guide. This clearly illustrates a truism most publishers have experienced: it is easier to sell a library a directory (or other fact book) than it is to sell a bibliography. But, despite my success, I was having “staffing” problems. My mother was getting tired of handwriting all those invoices. And, my children were getting older and not as willing to pack up the books. I was thrilled when Eric Boehm, as part of his employment offer, proposed to copublish the directory with Reference Service Press. We agreed that ABC-Clio would take on the business side of selling the directory and I would continue to compile the listings. While I was at ABC-Clio, we copublished two editions of the *Directory of Financial Aids for Women* and the first edition of a book I had started while I was at U.C. Davis: *Directory of Financial Aids for Minorities*.

ATG: When was it that you began to devote full time to Reference Service Press?

GS: Beginning in 1985, when I left ABC-Clio, I was able to spend full time on developing Reference Service Press. At first, I thought I would emulate the traditional publishing model, with titles in a number of different subject areas. But, then I attended a weekend seminar by Dan Poynter (the author/publisher of the *Self-Publishing Manual*). His publishing philosophy completely changed my approach. Following his lead, I made two major decisions that characterize Reference Service Press’s operations even today: 1) Reference Service Press would operate as a niche publisher (we would produce only financial aid products) and 2) Reference Service Press would minimize its onsite staff and outsource its episodic operations (e.g., cover design, composition, computer programming, graphics). This approach has allowed me to keep my overhead low and to commit a large portion of my revenues to research. By maintaining the financial aid information I collect in a single database, all in the same format, I am able to keep my production costs low as well as produce products on demand. By focusing on one subject, I am able to maximize my promotional costs and to keep in my product line even directories that generate only marginal revenues (something that bigger and more diversified publishers are not always able to do).

ATG: So, what is your market? Libraries? Individuals?

GS: Initially, Reference Service Press’s customers were almost exclusively libraries, academic institutions, and other related agencies. There are several reasons why. As a librarian, I felt comfortable with those groups, so they were ones I could approach with some confidence. Furthermore, those markets are relatively easy to identify, are made up of a manageable number of units (thousands rather than millions), are interested in purchasing books,
and respond well to direct mail (the only type of advertising I could easily afford). With limited staff, limited resources, and large, complex directories that were priced higher than traditional bookstore offerings, there was no way I could go after individual or trade sales. Recently, however, my market has diversified some. That’s because of Reference Service Press’s visibility first on eWorld and now on America Online. With millions of individuals annually visiting our branded area, RSP Funding Focus, on America Online, our sales to individuals have increased dramatically—from 10 percent just three years ago to more than 30 percent currently.

ATG: Do you have to pay America Online to be available to their subscribers or do they pay you?

GS: America Online pays Reference Service Press a royalty monthly, based on hours of aggregate usage. Plus, we are permitted to sell our products online. Interestingly, although AOL subscribers can search our financial aid database at no charge (beyond their monthly subscription fee), many of them opt to buy our listings in print. I think that—despite the wonders of Boolean searching—people still like to hold a book, use the book when and where it is convenient, and browse in ways that are awkward to do online.

ATG: This year marks Reference Service Press’s 20th anniversary. What’s different today than when you started?

GS: I hadn’t really thought about it, but you’re right, it has been 20 years since I issued the first Reference Service Press title (and 12 years since I made Reference Service Press my full-time job). Obviously, Reference Service Press’s title list has grown, from one title to fourteen directories, a dozen special reports, several CD-ROMs, a contract with America Online, and a number of ongoing licensing agreements. Instead of preparing each book’s camera-ready copy on a typewriter, we maintain one immense database, add or update entries daily, and use proprietary software to extract and organize the entries needed for each of our products (whether in print, electronic, or other form). Instead of working out of my home (we used to pack books on the vanity in our downstairs bathroom, since that was the longest vertical surface we had in the home), Reference Service Press owns a wonderful facility in the El Dorado Hills Business Park, complete with a conference room, a business office, a specially-designed shipping room, and an onsite warehouse—luxuries I couldn’t even imagine when I started in 1977.

Reference Service Press
5000 Windplay Drive, Suite 4, El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
Phone: 916-939-9620
Fax: 916-939-9626
<findaid@aol.com>
<http://www.rspfunding.com>

ATG: And what’s the same?

GS: It’s amazing to me just how much has remained the same. We’re still a niche publisher, specializing solely in financial aid products. I’m still outsourcing much of the publishing process (especially composition, art work, and computer programming). I still have the same coauthor, B. David Weber, a friend I met when I was working on my history master’s at the University of Wisconsin in 1964. My children are still helping me in the business, although at a different level. My daughter, Sandy Hirsh (a professor at the University of Arizona’s library school) is involved in the research and editing processes. My son, Eric Schlachter (an intellectual property lawyer) writes or reviews all my licenses and contracts.

ATG: How do you manage to keep up with new developments in reference?

GS: In addition to all the traditional ways, I have two special responsibilities that ensure I stay on top of reference developments. Each year, I teach up to three reference-related courses at San Jose State University’s library school. There’s nothing that makes you learn a subject better than when you have to teach it. And, this year, I was appointed to do a three-year term as editor of Reference and User Services Quarterly (formerly RQ). What a privilege. I get to read cutting-edge reports before they ever show up in print.

ATG: What advice would you give to reviewers?

GS: When I was president of Reference and Adult Services Division (now Reference and User Services Association), one of my goals was to come up with ways that would further the professionalism of the reviewing process. In an editorial I wrote for RQ during my presidency, “Reviewing the Reviewers,” I offered several proposals. Over the years, many of these have been implemented, including improved instructions to reviewers, more emphasis on evaluation and comparison in the reviews, more quantitative analyses of review content, the incorporation of review writing into library school curricula, the presentation of national reviewing workshops, and the establishment of an award to recognize outstanding contributions to the practice, teaching, research, or theory of reviewing. Receiving the reviewing award this year, which is funded by Oryx Press and named after Louis Shores, gave new meaning to me, to the expression “what goes around, comes around.”

ATG: I hear you’ve just signed with SilverPlatter, to be one of the pilot publishers in their transactional pricing project.

GS: Yes. It’s called Search by Search. The project should be out of Beta testing by the time this interview is published. Here’s the way it will work: users (librarians, library patrons, individuals, etc.) can visit Search by Search at SilverPlatter’s Website. They can search through Reference Service Press’s financial aid databases (for undergraduate students, graduate students, and professionals/postdoctorates), using SilverPlatter’s search protocol. When they get hits on their search, they will see displayed without charge each program’s title, eligibility requirements, financial data and dates. For the programs that look useful to them, they can pay a nominal fee (ranging from 20 to 30 cents) to look at and print the full description (which will include sponsoring organization name, address, contact person, telephone number, fa number, email address, and additional program information). We’re very excited about this development, which will give our customers greater choice in how they acquire or use RSP products. We will be posting updates on the development and pricing of this transactional pricing project on our Website: <www.rspfunding.com>.

ATG: You have another company called Publishers Support Services, Inc. What does that company do?

GS: My husband and I run PSSS. It’s fun to have your partner in life be also your partner in business. We offer fulfillment services for small publishers, including warehousing, computerized inventory control, online order processing, order fulfillment, customer mail list maintenance, and shipping services. A number of library-related publishing companies use our services, including Library Solutions (Internet training books) and Allergy Publications (allergy and asthma directories).

ATG: For librarians who are interested in becoming publishers, what advice would you give them?

continued on page 42
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Marketing to Libraries

by Barry Lee (President, The Reference Society) <research@juno.com>

Publishing for Library Markets published by Cowles Simba Information (1997, 0-88709-149-7, $1495) is one of the many special reports Cowles Simba puts out each year.

This report is composed of eight chapters and includes over 50 tables to illustrate its statistics. Key highlights of the report follow:

The libraries questioned spent over $4.5 billion on information in 1996, up almost 8.5% from the previous year. CD software was the fastest growing media type.

In spite of the rapid increases in electronic media, information is still found predominately in print which makes up 72% of sales to libraries. The most revenue was generated by books, followed by periodicals and journals.

Library budgets have not grown dramatically, although various segments have shown growth. The results show shifts in materials budgets.

Despite an increase in electronic products, publishers reported using traditional methods to reach the library market. The three top methods were direct mail, advertising, and displays at library conferences.

Last year, the revenues from electronic information products accounted for 28% of the entire market.

As of 1996, the United States contained over 138,000 libraries. School libraries accounted for the greatest segment, followed by public, special, and academic libraries.

The academic libraries accounted for approximately half of total print sales to the library market. Their greatest expenditures were for journals. The Special Library segment spent the most for online services.

Libraries accounted for approximately 10% of trade publishers' revenues last year. Many trade publishers created separate marketing divisions to go after the library market. Almost 10% of total book revenues came from the library market. Professional books, university press, and children's books sold well to libraries.

CD software sales are expected to grow at spectacular rates.

Over three quarters of public library funding come from local sources. State funding ran about 12% while federal funds account for about 1%.

Online vendors continue the trend of moving their content and services to the Web.

Large international publishing conglomerates continued to dominate the library market. Libraries are using consortia and co-ops to negotiate better deals.

CD encyclopedias are stealing market share from traditional print.

The study predicts that the market for online delivery of information will reach $1 million by the millennium.


Gail Schlachter Interview
from page 40

GS: When asked to list the rules to successful writing, David Hedlyer responded

"1. Have something to say. 2. Know how to say it, and 3. Be able to sell it." A similar list could be offered librarians who are interested in becoming publishers. It would read: identify a need, use your library skills to fill it, and learn how to sell it. Some more advice: Save up a nest egg and be willing to risk it all on your dream. And, make sure you really want to give up your 8-hour plus day working for someone else for the 16 hours a day you may have to spend working for yourself.

There you have it! Lots of new ideas and topics of conversation to pursue when you see Gail in Charleston! — KS